
Francis + Amanda



Francis met Amanda at a dinner organised with 
friends. They were playing a murder mystery game 
where it turns out, Amanda was the criminal. She 

wasn’t a very good liar. Francis found this cute and 
decided to chat her up after the game.

After a week of trying to make their schedules 
match up, the two were finally able to meet for a 

coffee date on a Tuesday, March 3rd.

The initial coffee turned into lunch, then dinner, and 
2 years later, they’re ready to commit to a lifelong 

of love and great chats.

How it S~tarted



The Initial Brief

- To create a simple and elegant engagement ring 
with a clean aesthetic, but with added special 

details that are important to the couple.
 

- Viewing options of 1ct and 1.5ct round and 
princess cut white diamonds for the centre stone.

 
- Claws to be as thin as possible to highlight the 

centre stone.
 

- 3 stone options to symbolise the couple’s first date 
on 03/03 + a semi-hidden diamond to symbolise the 

“mystery” of the first time they met.
 

- Must use lab-grown stones and recycled metals to 
keep the item ethical and sustainable.



The Design Process

Francis viewed various ring styles. He wanted to see 
rings featuring three different gemstones each, with 
and without pave-set diamonds. In the designs, we 
included two small diamonds on the bottom profiles 

of the rings - the “semi-hidden” diamonds they 
requested. 

Designed with 
Emily Newman - Head Designer



The 03 Mystery Ring

After viewing the initial designs, Francis loved the 
3-stone ring without the diamond pave. He decided 

this would take away too much from the “semi-
hidden” diamond, a feature he felt was important 

and symbolic to his and Amanda’s relationship.
 

We sent Francis a life-like 3D render of the ring he 
chose so that he felt confident in the choice he was 

making.



Materials
Made in London, using recycled platinum and lab-

grown stones.

Centre Diamond - Brilliant Cut Diamond
Carat Weight - 1.01ct

Colour - D
Clarity - VS1

Side Diamonds - Brilliant Cut
0.25ct each, D-G VS+

On the base of the ring - 1mm Rounds, D-G VS+



She Said Yes!



Forever
Francis + Amanda



Lark & Berry is a fine jewellery brand that marries the 
beauty of traditional craftsmanship with the cutting-
edge tech of creating diamonds. The brand designs 
timeless, yet cool collections inspired by nature and 
the art of the world around us that’s easy to wear; 

whether your look is jeans and a T or the biggest ball 
gown in town.

As a sustainability-driven pioneer since its launch in 
2018, Lark & Berry has never used mined diamonds. 

Instead, it cultures all its gemstones to ensure the 
earth remains untouched and unharmed. These 
stones are then set on meticulously crafted gold 

and platinum.

Due to its innovation-oriented mindset and playful 
designs, Lark & Berry has become a brand loved by 

its cherished customers, press and celebrities.

Clean. Cool. Cultured.


